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1. Background

Ø Bullying often involves social group dimensions, including 
sex1,2. 

Ø Sexism might lead to bully perpetration toward women relative 
to men via social reward process (e.g., desire for social 
dominance) in the brain. 
Ø Hostile Sexism (HS): An attitude encouraging aggression 

towards women to exploit them as sexual objects or establish 
and maintain power over them3.

Ø Benevolent Sexism (BS): An attitude reinforcing that women 
conform to traditional gender roles to maintain patriarchal 
social structures3.

Ø Gender-Biased Bully Perpetration: Women as victims of 
bullying relative to men.

Ø Nucleus Accumbens (NAc): Brain subregion where 
anticipated social rewards are processed.

Ø The present study hypothesized that NAc volume would 
mediate the relationship between sexism and gender-biased 
bully perpetration.

6. Discussion

Ø Right NAc volume was negatively correlated with HS (in the pooled participants and in the bully group), 
BS (in the bully group), and gender-biased bully perpetration (in the bully group).

Ø Right NAc volume played a significant mediating role in the relationship between HS and gender-biased 
bully perpetration. 
Ø Without the effect of right NAc volume, HS was not associated with gender-biased bully perpetration.
Ø When individuals had high scores on HS, they were likely to have small right NAc volume, which was 

subsequently associated with a history of victimizing more female peers than male peers.

2. Method

Ø 47 college students (23 = bully group, 24 = control group) 
completed the following:
Ø MRI scan (3T Siemens Skyra, with 32ch brain array coil): 

T1-weighted anatomical image (MP-RAGE, 
voxel=1.0×1.0×1.0mm3).

Ø Demographic assessment.
Ø Brief assessment of bullying from Bully Survey4,5:

Ø Identified whether participants bullied during their school 
years.

Ø Assessed characteristics of victims who participants 
bullied (e.g., younger girls, older boys, younger sisters).

Ø Gender-biased bully perpetration was computed by (the 
number of female victims) – (the number of male 
victims).

Ø Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (ASI)3: Measured HS and BS 
with high score indicating stronger sexism.

Ø Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI).
Ø Image preprocessing was performed by FreeSurfer:

Ø Segment gray matter and white matter to estimate total 
subcortical volume and bilateral volumes of the NAc.
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3. Nucleus Accumbens (NAc)

4. Statistical Strategy

Ø Descriptive statistics to compare group 
differences in age, gender ratio, HS score, BS 
score, and NAc volumes. 

Ø Partial correlations between HS/BS, right/left 
NAc volume, and gender-biased bully 
perpetration (with gender, handedness, and total 
subcortical volume covaried).

Ø Mediation model with bootstrapping method 
(PROCESS6,7,8) to test whether NAc volume 
mediated the relationship between sexism and 
gender-biased bully perpetration, with gender, 
handedness, and total subcortical volume 
covaried). 

Ø The bilateral volumes of the NAc (indicated by red) 
were segmented by FreeSurfer.

Pooled
(N = 47)

Bully
(n = 23)

Control
(n = 24)

Statistical 
Parameter

Age 22.7
(4.83)

23.4
(5.62)

22.0
(3.92)

t(45) = 0.99

Gender ratio 
(Women/Men)

25/22 10/13 15/9 χ2(1) = 1.71

HS score 1.63
(1.146)

1.68
(1.158)

1.59
(1.158)

F(1,43) = 0.06

BS score 2.12
(1.177)

2.11
(1.036)

2.13
(1.320)

F(1,43) = 0.36

Left NAc volume (mm3) 479.67
(102.043)

489.11
(95.267)

470.63
(109.406)

F(1,42) = 0.32

Right NAc volume (mm3) 565.23
(85.946)

581.04
(98.561)

550.07
(70.651)

Demographic Characteristics of the Sample

Note: HS = hostile sexism; BS = benevolent sexism. Mean and standard deviation (in 
parentheses) are presented in each cell, except for gender ratio. For HS and BS, MANOVA was 
used to test the interaction between the bully status and gender. For NAc volume, repeated 
measures MANCOVA was used to test the interaction between the bully status and hemisphere 
(with gender, handedness, and subcortical volume covaried).

Partial Correlations between Sexism and NAc Volume

Pooled
(N = 47)

Bully
(n = 23)

Control
(n – 24)

HS BS HS BS LNV RNV HS BS

LNV 0.30 0.17 0.36 0.32 --- --- 0.25 0.07

RNV -0.34* -0.29 -0.51* -0.45* --- --- -0.14 -0.18

Gender-
biased bully 
perpetration

--- --- 0.67** 0.28 0.04 -0.65** --- ---

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. HS = hostile sexism; BS = benevolent sexism; LNV = left NAc volume; 
RNV = right NAc volume. In testing partial correlations with NAc volume, gender, handedness, 
and total subcortical volume were co-varied. Otherwise, only gender was co-varied.

Mediation Model

Right NAc Volume

Gender-Biased Bully 
PerpetrationHostile Sexism

Path A
t = -2.50, p < 0.05
B = -28.65
CI = -52.73, -4.57

Path B
t = -2.46, p < 0.05
B = -0.01
CI = -0.02, -0.00

Path C
t = 2.79, p < 0.05
B = 0.60
CI = 0.15, 1.05

Path C’
t = 1.47, p = 0.16
B = 0.32
CI = -0.14, 0.79

Ø Paths A and B were 
significant.

Ø Path C was significant if 
right NAc volume was not 
ruled out.

Ø Path C’ was no longer 
significant when right 
NAc volume was ruled 
out.


